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linguistic anthropology a reader is a comprehensive collection of the best work that has been
published in this exciting and growing area of anthropology and is organized to provide a guide to
key issues in the study of language as a cultural resource and speaking as a cultural practice
revised and updated this second edition contains eight new articles on key subjects including
speech communities the power and performance of language and narratives selections are both
historically oriented and thematically coherent and are accessibly grouped according to four major
themes speech community and communicative competence the performance of language language
socialization and literacy practices and the power of language an extensive introduction provides
an original perspective on the development of the field and highlights its most compelling issues
each section includes a brief introductory statement sets of guiding questions and list of
recommended readings on the main topics psychological anthropology a reader in self in culture
presents a selection of readings from recent and classical literature with a rich diversity of
insights into the individual and society presents the latest psychological research from a variety
of global cultures sheds new light on historical continuities in psychological anthropology
explores the cultural relativity of emotional experience and moral concepts among diverse peoples
the freudian influence and recent psychoanalytic trends in anthropology addresses childhood and
the acquisition of culture an ethnographic focus on the self as portrayed in ritual and healing
and how psychological anthropology illuminates social change anthropological perspective are not
often represented in urban studies even though many anthropologist have been contributing actively
to theory and research on urban poverty racism globalization and architecture theorizing the city
corrects this omission following a brief history of urban anthropology emphasizing developments in
the field during the 1990s this volume presents twelve ethnographies of major cities in the
americas africa asia and europe five images of the city the divided city the contested city the
global city the modernist city and the postmodern city serve as frameworks for the essays each
section highlights current research trends such as poststructural studies of race class and gender
in the urban context political economic studies of transnational culture and studies of the
symbolic meanings and social production of urban spaces this reader offers a remarkable overview
of the field of law and anthropology its development present and potential future courses edited
by a preeminent anthropologist lawyer and pioneer in the study of law anthropology brings together
classics of political thought and key contemporary work from social scientists and lawyers
explores historical issues and more contemporary ones such as illegal migration human rights
gender discrimination political corruption and reparations for injustices committed by previous
regimes best selling author ken guest presents the essential readings and diverse voices that will
help students understand their rapidly globalizing world this concise affordable reader is
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designed to complement any introductory syllabus and is the perfect companion to guest s market
leading texts this innovative reader brings together classic theoretical textsand cutting edge
ethnographic analyses of specific stateinstitutions practices and processes and outlines
ananthropological framework for rethinking future study of thestate focuses on the institutions
spaces ideas practices andrepresentations that constitute the state promotes cultural and
transnational approaches to thesubject helps readers to make anthropological sense of the state as
acultural artifact in the context of a neoliberalizing transnational world this new reader offers
a collection of articles focusing on practicing anthropology at a time when readers are
increasingly looking for ways to apply their anthropology degrees to their professional lives this
book gives a broad overview of the applied cultural anthropology field through contextualizing
case studies that cover important issues roles ethics methods policy as well as domains of
practice urban medical development the environment education and business the first half of the
reader highlights key issues the role of applied anthropology in society ethical dilemmas special
research methods and public policy implications for applied anthropology the second half of the
reader covers different applied career domains or specialization within applied anthropology
including urban medical developmental educational and corporate career options for those
interested in anthropology for undergraduate courses in introductory cultural anthropology this
book is a collection of readings that illustrate key concepts in cultural anthropology each
section has an introduction written by the editors that provides an overview of the topic and
provides a context for the readings every reading concludes with a set of critical thinking
questions for the student to consider newly revised ethnographic fieldwork an anthropological
reader second edition provides readers with a picture of the breadth variation and complexity of
fieldwork the updated selections offer insight into the ethnographer s experience of gathering and
analyzing data and a richer understanding of the conflicts hazards and ethical challenges of
pursuing fieldwork around the globe offers an international collection of classic and contemporary
readings to provide students with a broad understanding of historical methodological ethical
reflexive and stylistic issues in fieldwork features 16 new articles and revised part
introductions with additional insights into the experience of conducting ethnographic fieldwork
explores the importance of fieldwork practice in achieving the core theoretical and methodological
goals of anthropology highlights the personal and professional challenges of field researchers
from issues of professional identity fieldwork relations activism and the conflicts hazards and
ethical concerns of community work industrial work and life an anthropological reader is a
comprehensive anthropological overview of industrialisation in both western and non western
societies based on contemporary and historical ethnographic material the book unpacks the world of
industry in the context of the shop floor the family and the city revealing the rich social and
political texture underpinning economic development it also provides a critical discussion of the
assumptions that inform much of the social science literature on industrialisation and industrial
modernity the reader is divided into four thematic sections each with a clear and informative
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introduction historical development of industrial capitalism shopfloor organisation the
relationships between the workplace and the home the teleology of industrial modernity and working
class consciousness with readings by key writers from a range of backgrounds and disciplines
industrial work and life is the essential introduction to the study of industrialisation in
different societies it will appeal to students across a wide range of subjects including
anthropology comparative sociology social history development studies industrial relations and
management studies includes essays by e p thompson aihwa ong jonathan parry thomas c smith harry
braverman michael burawoy huw beynon françoise zonabend james carrier leslie salzinger ching kwan
lee ronald dore tom gill carla freeman max gluckman james ferguson chitra joshi lisa rofel geert
de neve karl marx rajnarayan chandavarkar robert roberts june nash christena turner this anthology
provides a single volume overview of the essential theoretical debates in the anthropology of art
drawing together significant work in the field from the second half of the twentieth century it
enables readers to appreciate the art of different cultures at different times advances a cross
cultural concept of art that moves beyond traditional distinctions between western and non western
art provides the basis for the appreciation of art of different cultures and times enhances
readers appreciation of the aesthetics of art and of the important role it plays in human society
part i conceptual and historical foundations updated with a fresh introduction and brand new
selections the second edition of the anthropology of globalization collects some of the decade s
finest work on globalization focusing on the increasing interconnectedness of people around the
world and the culturally specific ways in which these connections are mediated provides a rich
introduction to the subject grounds the study of globalization ethnographically by locating global
processes in everyday practice addresses the global flow of capital people commodities media and
ideologies offers extensive geographic coverage from africa and asia to the caribbean europe and
north america updated edition includes new selections section introductions and recommendations
for further reading a reader in the anthropology of religion is a collection of some of the most
significant classic and contemporary writings in the field updated in its second edition this
volume examines numerous aspects of religion in a diversity of cultures and expands upon the idea
of what we mean by religion linking it to some of the broader questions of culture and politics
collects classic and contemporary articles from the major thinkers in both north american and
british anthropology emphasizes the ongoing conversation among anthropologists with respect to
central questions of religious behavior presents comprehensive coverage of theory and religious
practice through time and ethnographic regions integrated by editorial commentary includes
additional classic pieces by pouillon burridge and meyerhoff as well as more contemporary work by
harding de boeck and palmié includes indexed bibliography arranged according to both ethnographic
region and religious topics and practices the shaping of american anthropology is a book which is
outstanding in many respects stocking is probably the leading authority on franz boas he
understands boas s contributions to american anthropology as well as anthropology in general very
well he is in a word the foremost historian of anthropology in the world today the reader is both
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a collection of boas s papers and a solid 23 page introduction to giving the background and basic
assumptions of boasian anthropology david schneider university of chicago while stocking has not
attempted to present a person biography nevertheless boas s personal characteristics emerge not
only in his scholarly essays but perhaps more vividly in his personal correspondence stocking is
to be commended for collecting this material together in a most interesting and enjoyable reader
gustav thaiss american anthropologist the anthropology of performance is an invaluable guide to
this exciting and growing area this cutting edge volume on the major advancements in performance
studies presents the theories methods and practices of performance in cultures around the globe
leading anthropologists describe the range of human expression through performance and explore its
role in constructing identity and community as well as broader processes such as globalization and
transnationalism introduces new and advanced students to the task of studying and interpreting
complex social cultural and political events from a performance perspective presents performance
as a convergent field of inquiry that bridges the humanities and social sciences with a
distinctive cross cultural perspective in anthropology demonstrates the range of human expression
and meaning through performance in related fields of religious ritual studies folkloristics
theatre language arts and art dance explores the role of performance in constructing identity
community and the broader processes of globalization and transnationalism includes fascinating
global case studies on a diverse range of phenomena contributions from leading scholars examine
verbal genres ritual and drama public spectacle tourism and the performances embedded in everyday
selves communities and nations table of contents this reader offers 31 original articles each of
which centers on the encounters between an anthropologist and a person from whom the
anthropologist has learned something about another culture in telling the stories of specific
individuals the anthropologist can address a current topic in anthropology by situating it vividly
within the lives and worlds of people in a variety of cultural settings reevaluating such time
honored concepts as representation he sketches out a new play theoryof the text that sees
literature as an ongoing enactment of human possibilities feminist anthropology surveys the
history of feminist anthropology and offers students and scholars a fascinating collection of both
classic and contemporary articles grouped to highlight key themes from the past and present offers
vibrant examples of feminist ethnographic work rather than synthetic overviews of the field each
section is framed by a theoretical and bibliographic essay includes a thoughtful introduction to
the volume that provides context and discusses the intellectual foremothers of the field including
margaret mead ruth landes phyllis kaberry and zora neale hurston reference book to serve the needs
of students teachers includes extract from aranda tradition by t g h strehlow p xvi xxi a survey
of the full range of anthropological interest in the study of language and of linguistic interest
in the sociological context of language a collection of fifty four articles that show how and why
anthropologists study humans social movements an anthropological reader expands on standard
studies of social movements by offering a collection of writings that is exclusively
anthropological in nature and global in its focus thereby serving as an invaluable tool for
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instructors and students alike based on fieldwork carried out on four continents north america
south america africa and asia and in 14 countries includes articles that address problems ranging
from global health and the spread of diseases loss of control over basic resources such as water
and fuel militarization to the repression of indigenous peoples and of women offers solutions
formulated by local peoples environmental anthropology a reader is a collection of historically
significant readings dating from early in the twentieth century up to the present on the cross
cultural study of relations between people and their environment provides the historical
perspective that is typically missing from recent work in environmental anthropology includes an
extensive intellectual history and commentary by the volume s editors offers a unique perspective
on current interest in cross cultural environmental relations divided into five thematic sections
1 the nature culture divide 2 relationship between environment and social organization 3
methodological debates and innovations 4 politics and practice and 5 epistemological issues of
environmental anthropology organized into a series of paired papers which speak to each other
designed to encourage readers to make connections that they might not customarily make the most
comprehensive reader on kinship available kinship and family an anthropological reader is a
representative collection tracing the history of the anthropological study of kinship from the
early 1900s to the present day brings together for the first time both classic works from evans
pritchard lévi strauss leach and schneider as well as articles on such electrifying contemporary
debates as surrogate motherhood and gay and lesbian kinship draws on the editors complementary
areas of expertise to offer readers a single volume survey of the most important and critical work
on kinship includes extensive discussion and analysis of the selections that contextualizes them
within theoretical debates this supplementary reader is composed of both classic and contemporary
articles that demonstrate the significant contributions that cultural anthropologists make the
emphasis is on the applicability of cultural anthropology to understanding and improving the
present day human condition this thought provoking new collection sexualities in anthropology a
reader offers insights into the diversity of human social beliefs and practices relating to
sexuality in different times and in different cultures around the world substantial editorial
introductions set each part in context of the field providing readers helpful background and
explanatory notes presents a comprehensive collection of key historical and current readings in
the social anthropology of sexuality includes literature on both heterosexualities and same sex
sexualities explores the key works and major debates of prominent scholars in the field such as
mead malinowski newton herdt and others introduces readers to major theoretical developments
essentialist and constructionist positions vital to libraries teachers and undergraduate students
and their writings this anthology offers contemporary analysis of american culture in new essays
written exclusively for this book by leading anthropologists the new essays are set against the
perspective of several renowned anthropologists malinowski eric wolf marvin harris marshall
sahlins etc to offer a uniquely anthropological perspective on the most challenging issues of our
time from immigration to job exportation to the recent financial meltdown this reader reveals how
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food habits and beliefs both present a microcosm of any culture and contribute to our
understanding of human behaviour particular attention is given to how men and women define
themselves differently through food choices



Linguistic Anthropology 2009-05-04

linguistic anthropology a reader is a comprehensive collection of the best work that has been
published in this exciting and growing area of anthropology and is organized to provide a guide to
key issues in the study of language as a cultural resource and speaking as a cultural practice
revised and updated this second edition contains eight new articles on key subjects including
speech communities the power and performance of language and narratives selections are both
historically oriented and thematically coherent and are accessibly grouped according to four major
themes speech community and communicative competence the performance of language language
socialization and literacy practices and the power of language an extensive introduction provides
an original perspective on the development of the field and highlights its most compelling issues
each section includes a brief introductory statement sets of guiding questions and list of
recommended readings on the main topics

Psychological Anthropology 2010-04-26

psychological anthropology a reader in self in culture presents a selection of readings from
recent and classical literature with a rich diversity of insights into the individual and society
presents the latest psychological research from a variety of global cultures sheds new light on
historical continuities in psychological anthropology explores the cultural relativity of
emotional experience and moral concepts among diverse peoples the freudian influence and recent
psychoanalytic trends in anthropology addresses childhood and the acquisition of culture an
ethnographic focus on the self as portrayed in ritual and healing and how psychological
anthropology illuminates social change

Theorizing the City 1999

anthropological perspective are not often represented in urban studies even though many
anthropologist have been contributing actively to theory and research on urban poverty racism
globalization and architecture theorizing the city corrects this omission following a brief
history of urban anthropology emphasizing developments in the field during the 1990s this volume
presents twelve ethnographies of major cities in the americas africa asia and europe five images
of the city the divided city the contested city the global city the modernist city and the
postmodern city serve as frameworks for the essays each section highlights current research trends
such as poststructural studies of race class and gender in the urban context political economic
studies of transnational culture and studies of the symbolic meanings and social production of



urban spaces

Law and Anthropology 2004-09-17

this reader offers a remarkable overview of the field of law and anthropology its development
present and potential future courses edited by a preeminent anthropologist lawyer and pioneer in
the study of law anthropology brings together classics of political thought and key contemporary
work from social scientists and lawyers explores historical issues and more contemporary ones such
as illegal migration human rights gender discrimination political corruption and reparations for
injustices committed by previous regimes

Cultural Anthropology: A Reader for a Global Age     2017-11-16

best selling author ken guest presents the essential readings and diverse voices that will help
students understand their rapidly globalizing world this concise affordable reader is designed to
complement any introductory syllabus and is the perfect companion to guest s market leading texts

The Anthropology of the State 2009-02-09

this innovative reader brings together classic theoretical textsand cutting edge ethnographic
analyses of specific stateinstitutions practices and processes and outlines ananthropological
framework for rethinking future study of thestate focuses on the institutions spaces ideas
practices andrepresentations that constitute the state promotes cultural and transnational
approaches to thesubject helps readers to make anthropological sense of the state as acultural
artifact in the context of a neoliberalizing transnational world

The Applied Anthropology Reader 2002

this new reader offers a collection of articles focusing on practicing anthropology at a time when
readers are increasingly looking for ways to apply their anthropology degrees to their
professional lives this book gives a broad overview of the applied cultural anthropology field
through contextualizing case studies that cover important issues roles ethics methods policy as
well as domains of practice urban medical development the environment education and business the
first half of the reader highlights key issues the role of applied anthropology in society ethical
dilemmas special research methods and public policy implications for applied anthropology the
second half of the reader covers different applied career domains or specialization within applied



anthropology including urban medical developmental educational and corporate career options for
those interested in anthropology

Faces of Anthropology 2011

for undergraduate courses in introductory cultural anthropology this book is a collection of
readings that illustrate key concepts in cultural anthropology each section has an introduction
written by the editors that provides an overview of the topic and provides a context for the
readings every reading concludes with a set of critical thinking questions for the student to
consider

Ethnographic Fieldwork 2012-01-24

newly revised ethnographic fieldwork an anthropological reader second edition provides readers
with a picture of the breadth variation and complexity of fieldwork the updated selections offer
insight into the ethnographer s experience of gathering and analyzing data and a richer
understanding of the conflicts hazards and ethical challenges of pursuing fieldwork around the
globe offers an international collection of classic and contemporary readings to provide students
with a broad understanding of historical methodological ethical reflexive and stylistic issues in
fieldwork features 16 new articles and revised part introductions with additional insights into
the experience of conducting ethnographic fieldwork explores the importance of fieldwork practice
in achieving the core theoretical and methodological goals of anthropology highlights the personal
and professional challenges of field researchers from issues of professional identity fieldwork
relations activism and the conflicts hazards and ethical concerns of community work

Industrial Work and Life 2020-12-23

industrial work and life an anthropological reader is a comprehensive anthropological overview of
industrialisation in both western and non western societies based on contemporary and historical
ethnographic material the book unpacks the world of industry in the context of the shop floor the
family and the city revealing the rich social and political texture underpinning economic
development it also provides a critical discussion of the assumptions that inform much of the
social science literature on industrialisation and industrial modernity the reader is divided into
four thematic sections each with a clear and informative introduction historical development of
industrial capitalism shopfloor organisation the relationships between the workplace and the home
the teleology of industrial modernity and working class consciousness with readings by key writers



from a range of backgrounds and disciplines industrial work and life is the essential introduction
to the study of industrialisation in different societies it will appeal to students across a wide
range of subjects including anthropology comparative sociology social history development studies
industrial relations and management studies includes essays by e p thompson aihwa ong jonathan
parry thomas c smith harry braverman michael burawoy huw beynon françoise zonabend james carrier
leslie salzinger ching kwan lee ronald dore tom gill carla freeman max gluckman james ferguson
chitra joshi lisa rofel geert de neve karl marx rajnarayan chandavarkar robert roberts june nash
christena turner

The Anthropology of Art 2009-02-04

this anthology provides a single volume overview of the essential theoretical debates in the
anthropology of art drawing together significant work in the field from the second half of the
twentieth century it enables readers to appreciate the art of different cultures at different
times advances a cross cultural concept of art that moves beyond traditional distinctions between
western and non western art provides the basis for the appreciation of art of different cultures
and times enhances readers appreciation of the aesthetics of art and of the important role it
plays in human society

Symbolic Anthropology 1977-01-01

part i conceptual and historical foundations

Human Rights 2009

updated with a fresh introduction and brand new selections the second edition of the anthropology
of globalization collects some of the decade s finest work on globalization focusing on the
increasing interconnectedness of people around the world and the culturally specific ways in which
these connections are mediated provides a rich introduction to the subject grounds the study of
globalization ethnographically by locating global processes in everyday practice addresses the
global flow of capital people commodities media and ideologies offers extensive geographic
coverage from africa and asia to the caribbean europe and north america updated edition includes
new selections section introductions and recommendations for further reading



Faces of Anthropology 2000-08-01

a reader in the anthropology of religion is a collection of some of the most significant classic
and contemporary writings in the field updated in its second edition this volume examines numerous
aspects of religion in a diversity of cultures and expands upon the idea of what we mean by
religion linking it to some of the broader questions of culture and politics collects classic and
contemporary articles from the major thinkers in both north american and british anthropology
emphasizes the ongoing conversation among anthropologists with respect to central questions of
religious behavior presents comprehensive coverage of theory and religious practice through time
and ethnographic regions integrated by editorial commentary includes additional classic pieces by
pouillon burridge and meyerhoff as well as more contemporary work by harding de boeck and palmié
includes indexed bibliography arranged according to both ethnographic region and religious topics
and practices

The Anthropology of Globalization 2007-08-27

the shaping of american anthropology is a book which is outstanding in many respects stocking is
probably the leading authority on franz boas he understands boas s contributions to american
anthropology as well as anthropology in general very well he is in a word the foremost historian
of anthropology in the world today the reader is both a collection of boas s papers and a solid 23
page introduction to giving the background and basic assumptions of boasian anthropology david
schneider university of chicago while stocking has not attempted to present a person biography
nevertheless boas s personal characteristics emerge not only in his scholarly essays but perhaps
more vividly in his personal correspondence stocking is to be commended for collecting this
material together in a most interesting and enjoyable reader gustav thaiss american anthropologist

A Reader in the Anthropology of Religion 2008-01-29

the anthropology of performance is an invaluable guide to this exciting and growing area this
cutting edge volume on the major advancements in performance studies presents the theories methods
and practices of performance in cultures around the globe leading anthropologists describe the
range of human expression through performance and explore its role in constructing identity and
community as well as broader processes such as globalization and transnationalism introduces new
and advanced students to the task of studying and interpreting complex social cultural and
political events from a performance perspective presents performance as a convergent field of
inquiry that bridges the humanities and social sciences with a distinctive cross cultural



perspective in anthropology demonstrates the range of human expression and meaning through
performance in related fields of religious ritual studies folkloristics theatre language arts and
art dance explores the role of performance in constructing identity community and the broader
processes of globalization and transnationalism includes fascinating global case studies on a
diverse range of phenomena contributions from leading scholars examine verbal genres ritual and
drama public spectacle tourism and the performances embedded in everyday selves communities and
nations

A Franz Boas Reader 1989-03-15

table of contents

The Anthropology of Performance 2013-01-17

this reader offers 31 original articles each of which centers on the encounters between an
anthropologist and a person from whom the anthropologist has learned something about another
culture in telling the stories of specific individuals the anthropologist can address a current
topic in anthropology by situating it vividly within the lives and worlds of people in a variety
of cultural settings

The Anthropology of Media 2002-02-15

reevaluating such time honored concepts as representation he sketches out a new play theoryof the
text that sees literature as an ongoing enactment of human possibilities

Personal Encounters 2003

feminist anthropology surveys the history of feminist anthropology and offers students and
scholars a fascinating collection of both classic and contemporary articles grouped to highlight
key themes from the past and present offers vibrant examples of feminist ethnographic work rather
than synthetic overviews of the field each section is framed by a theoretical and bibliographic
essay includes a thoughtful introduction to the volume that provides context and discusses the
intellectual foremothers of the field including margaret mead ruth landes phyllis kaberry and zora
neale hurston



Personal Encounters 1993-02

reference book to serve the needs of students teachers includes extract from aranda tradition by t
g h strehlow p xvi xxi a survey of the full range of anthropological interest in the study of
language and of linguistic interest in the sociological context of language

Prospecting 2006-02-03

a collection of fifty four articles that show how and why anthropologists study humans

Feminist Anthropology 1964

social movements an anthropological reader expands on standard studies of social movements by
offering a collection of writings that is exclusively anthropological in nature and global in its
focus thereby serving as an invaluable tool for instructors and students alike based on fieldwork
carried out on four continents north america south america africa and asia and in 14 countries
includes articles that address problems ranging from global health and the spread of diseases loss
of control over basic resources such as water and fuel militarization to the repression of
indigenous peoples and of women offers solutions formulated by local peoples

Language in Culture and Society 1977

environmental anthropology a reader is a collection of historically significant readings dating
from early in the twentieth century up to the present on the cross cultural study of relations
between people and their environment provides the historical perspective that is typically missing
from recent work in environmental anthropology includes an extensive intellectual history and
commentary by the volume s editors offers a unique perspective on current interest in cross
cultural environmental relations divided into five thematic sections 1 the nature culture divide 2
relationship between environment and social organization 3 methodological debates and innovations
4 politics and practice and 5 epistemological issues of environmental anthropology organized into
a series of paired papers which speak to each other designed to encourage readers to make
connections that they might not customarily make



Adventures in Anthropology 2014-12-31

the most comprehensive reader on kinship available kinship and family an anthropological reader is
a representative collection tracing the history of the anthropological study of kinship from the
early 1900s to the present day brings together for the first time both classic works from evans
pritchard lévi strauss leach and schneider as well as articles on such electrifying contemporary
debates as surrogate motherhood and gay and lesbian kinship draws on the editors complementary
areas of expertise to offer readers a single volume survey of the most important and critical work
on kinship includes extensive discussion and analysis of the selections that contextualizes them
within theoretical debates

Humankind 1991

this supplementary reader is composed of both classic and contemporary articles that demonstrate
the significant contributions that cultural anthropologists make the emphasis is on the
applicability of cultural anthropology to understanding and improving the present day human
condition

Applying Cultural Anthropology 2010-08-01

this thought provoking new collection sexualities in anthropology a reader offers insights into
the diversity of human social beliefs and practices relating to sexuality in different times and
in different cultures around the world substantial editorial introductions set each part in
context of the field providing readers helpful background and explanatory notes presents a
comprehensive collection of key historical and current readings in the social anthropology of
sexuality includes literature on both heterosexualities and same sex sexualities explores the key
works and major debates of prominent scholars in the field such as mead malinowski newton herdt
and others introduces readers to major theoretical developments essentialist and constructionist
positions

Humankind 2001

vital to libraries teachers and undergraduate students and their writings this anthology offers
contemporary analysis of american culture in new essays written exclusively for this book by
leading anthropologists the new essays are set against the perspective of several renowned
anthropologists malinowski eric wolf marvin harris marshall sahlins etc to offer a uniquely



anthropological perspective on the most challenging issues of our time from immigration to job
exportation to the recent financial meltdown

Applying Anthropology 2004-11-30

this reader reveals how food habits and beliefs both present a microcosm of any culture and
contribute to our understanding of human behaviour particular attention is given to how men and
women define themselves differently through food choices

Social Movements 2007-12-03

Environmental Anthropology 2004-01-16

Kinship and Family 1994-01

Applying Anthropology 2011-02-21

Sexualities in Anthropology 2010

Paradigms for Anthropology 1977

Language in Culture and Society 2013

Food and Culture 1968



Peoples and Cultures of the Pacific 2002

Genocide 1975

Anthropology and Linguistics
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